
Lower Frederick Township

Parks and Recreation Board Meeting Minutes 

December 7th, 2020

Next Meeting Monday January 4th 7:00PM

Members: 

DonaLynn Irick, Warren Jacobs, Janet Luneau, Robin McGovern, Josh Meyers, Greg Reich, Pamela Reich

Guests: Ruth Heil, Marla Hexter, Chuck Yeiser 

Approval of meeting minutes: 

A motion was submitted to approve November 2020 minutes. Approved.

Audio recording of meeting

Pam Reich read the following announcement: 

Park Boards meetings are recorded for the purpose of preparing the minutes. The recordings are

destroyed six months after the minutes are approved. 

Perkiomen Watershed Conservancy (PWC) Municipal Award 

PPWC presented Lower Frederick Township Manager Mark Hudson with the 2020 Municipal

Environmental Stewardship Award. The PWC recognized the township’s leadership in efforts to preserve 

and protect open space, create the EAC, as well as the work of the Park Board in developing and

enhancing native habitats and promoting public environmental education.  

VCP Trees and Canopy Replacement 

The dying Christmas Tree at VCP park was removed. In its place Robin and Bill McGovern provided and

decorated a temporary tree.   Thank you Robin and Bill. 

Thank you to Janet Luneau for decorating the tree in Colonial ark. 

Thanks to Mark Hudson for coordinating the effort to remove the dead and dying ash trees at Village 

Center Park. The male ash that Noelle Halter treated last year seems to be doing well. Pam Reich shared

a slide showing the area now that the trees have been removed. Pam also shared a possible future plan 

for the area as a component of the Tree Donation Program planned for 2021. In order to start the

discussion, she provided a proposed list of trees and understory plantings which meet our criteria of 

native trees that are beneficial to wildlife and tolerant to wet areas.

In a prior meeting we decided that tree donations would include the cost of the tree, the cost to plant it

and the price of a plant plate. Each plant identification plate will include the Lower Frederick seal, the 

donation message, plus a QR Code with detailed information about the tree. The QR code database can

be personalized to include information from the donor including a story and a picture related to the 

dedication. The donations are tax deductible.

Pam reviewed a “To Do List” related to the tree Donation Program. We need to determine where the

trees will be planted, which nurseries will support us, brochure creation, host a tree planting workshop,

etc. Warren Jacobs suggested we do not limit the type of tree a donor may wish to provide but instead

have the Park Board review the donor’s choice to determine if the species is acceptable for the 

conditions of the site. All agreed. Warren has ideas for the replacement layout of the new trees. Warren,

DonaLynn and Robin volunteered to participate with Pam as a working group to develop the program. 

Robin McGovern suggested that the Park Board donate a tree.



Cuddy Rain Garden

Thanks to the road crew for the prep work at the rain garden and for installing the fence and gate. Pam 

shared a map of the rain garden as it is today after the plantings. There are a few areas around the

perimeter of the garden available for perennial planting in the future. Greg Reich checked the rain 

garden after a recent heavy rain and it appears to be working as designed.

Pam wants to start thinking about the interpretive panels for the rain garden. Some main ideas for the

panels include a description of what a rain garden is, the benefits of a rain garden and the importance of 

using native plants. Generic panels that can be personalized are available. Interpretive panels for the

Cuddy rain garden and meadow are on the project list for installation in 2021. 

2040 Comprehensive Plan 

The draft version of the 2040 Comprehensive Plan Implementation Matrix compiled by our Montgomery

County Coordinator, John Miklos was briefly reviewed. Successful deployment of the 2040 Plan requires 

the collaboration and support of all the Township Boards and Commissions as well as outside

organizations. The matrix clarifies responsibilities, giving good direction to everyone involved in support 

of our mission of where we want to go in the next 20 years. The Plan aligns with the PRB Charter and our

plans for projects going forward.  

Park Inspections 

All Park Inspections have been submitted to Pam. She consolidated the lists and provided the

information to Mark so he can schedule the maintenance crew.  

Greg asked about Second Street Park. In the past we talked about removing the Foy Park tot lot and 

installing the equipment at the Second Street Park. Greg questioned if the park was big enough for the

equipment. Robin said it is big enough but she has never been able to find the boundaries of the park. 

Greg will follow up to determine whether drawings are available.

Greg also noted that the pavilion at Coble Park will need major renovations or need to be replaced in the

next couple of years. Greg noticed rotting wood on the pavilion. Robin said there is also a lot of damage 

from carpenter bees. Robin told us that the pavilion originated in Foy Park and was moved to Coble

many years ago. DonaLynn will talk to Mark to have someone determine future maintenance needs.  

Greg noticed a roll-up gate on the deer fencing at Cuddy Park. Near the gate there are a few sections of 

fencing that are collapsing. Warren explained the origins of the roll-up gate. The gate hasn’t been used

in years and there are invasive plants growing through it. Warren recommended that we clear the plants 

and assess what is inside the fence. Warren will determine a date for volunteers to do the invasives

removal and make the assessment. 

Greg also commented on the beautiful vintage street lights in VCP that do not work. Pam said they are 

on the township list of items to assess this year. Robin reported that the lights have worked in the past.

Pam will review this item with Mark.  

 

Plant Identification Plates

All 30 of the plant plates for the VCP Pollinator gardens arrived December 7th. The plates include the 

township seal and a QR Code. The database is set-up and data is being populated. Warren noted that he

has many pictures of plants and butterflies that can be included.  

Old business will be moved to our next meeting. 

Meeting Adjourned 


